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Abstract — The various models are proposed to handle the dollar 
rate predictions by using mathematical operations like 
conventional methods, support vector machines, artificial neural 
networks, association rule mining, markov model etc. We 
proposed this work to forecast the dollar rate series data for 
varies applications by using neural network. This is done by 
benchmarking the statistical performance of an Autoregressive 
Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model, and two NNs, 
namely a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), Recurrent Neural 
Network (RNN) and Simple Average method(SM). The statistical 
performance is measured based on  Mean absolute error (MEA) 
and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). This work proposed that 
MEA and RMS errors of MLP and SM is less as compare to the 
RNN, ARIMA methods. Hence the MLP neural network and SM 
will provide accurate results compare to RNN and ARIMA 
model based on the statistical performance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

n dollar rate prediction, the available source of training data 
is the closing rates of dollar generated in the  previous days 

by the European Central Bank (ECB) at 11:55 pm. Based on 
these predicted rates from input data the trader can decide 
whether to buy or sell the shares and can know the loss and 
gain from the marketing. Dollar rate prediction overcomes the 
prediction challenges trading and extensive training/prediction 
time. These challenges are addressed by implementing this 
work in R language. It is a software environment 
and programming language for statistical computing and 
graphics widely used among  statisticians and data miners for 
data analysis and developing statistical software . In this 
process, we use Neural Networks for prediction.  

A  Artificial Neural Networks 

The human brain is made up of cells of neuron. When a 
neuron receives a signal, that neuron will fire signal. Finally, 
the signal passes through the neurons until it reach to the 
terminal points. The signal is then sent to other nerves or 
neurons. Neurons accepts the signal, if the signal voltage 
crosses some threshold value the neuron will fire the signal. 
this signal will be transmitted to one neuron to other neurons 

which is connected to it. The input neuron and output neuron 
are called synapses. The synapses will act as the interface 
between a program and neural network. The neuron makes a 
decision whether to fire or not fire the signal. A biological 
neuron is able of taking a some decisions. ANNs are 
implemented based on this model. Programs that can be 
written using flowcharts are the problems for which neural 
networks are not suitable. 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) belong to the field of 
Artificial Intelligence (AI), ANN is a trendy method to 
recognize the hidden and unknown patterns in data which is 
appropriate for prediction of dollar rate. The prediction 
process using ANN is contains two modules: first one is 
training the network and the other is predicting price based on 
model generated by training process. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

In this project, the pre processed data is input to fit the 
ARIMA model, train into MLP and RNN Neural Networks 
using Back propogation algorithm, predictions are generated 
from each trained model. The combinations of predictions 
from above three models are input to the simple average 
method. Finally judge the accuracy of the forecasts from 
different models based on MAE and RMSE. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

To design a Predictive Model for dollar exchange rate by 
using different Artificial Neural Network models and check 
the accuracy of the models by calculating Mean Absolute 
Error and Root Mean Square Error.  

IV.  RELATED WORK 

Support Vector Machines (SVM) are supervised learning 
models, these will combine with associated learning 
algorithms, then recognizes the patterns by analysing the data. 
These patterns are used for regression and classification 
analysis. 

Artificial Neural Networks are analytical models motivated by 
human central nervous system,that are proficient of pattern 
recognition and machine learning. These are used in many 
applications such as finance, genetics etc. Consider typical 
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training example of financial prediction is <[M
Mt]T , Mt>, where [Mt−i, . . . , Mt−1, Mt] T is the input of the 
ANN and Mt is the target dollar rate. 

Sharda, R. and Patil, R[3] proposed autoregressive and 
autoregressive moving average for forecasting and trading the 
USD rates of one year as input in-sample-data and next one 
year data set as an out-of-sample data set. In this AR and 
ARMA model is benchmarked with Naive strategy prediction 
model. This study concludes that, the ARMA model is the 
best for in-sample data set where as ARMA and AR is best in 
out-of-sample data set 

Kalyani Dacha[1] proposed analysing and comparing the 
ability in forecasting the daily rates US dollar using ANNs 
and GARCH and ARCH models. In this proposed system he 
failed to work with different kinds of neural n
of single NN. 

Bishop, C.M[5] explains about Markov model 
implementation for exchange rate forecasting. He proposed 
Markov-switching method is lit for I8 rates in the basis of 
quarter frequencies instead of single day. He worked with in
sample data sets of many exchange rates. He proved that the 
forecasts of the Markov model are greater at predicting if 
change in the exchange rates 

Tang, Almeida and Fishwick[4] proposed six nonlinear 
architectures to forecasting the dollar rate. The results 
conclude that GMDH and GP will provide more accurate 
predictions as compared to other over all the currencies. 
GMDH is the best predictor because it will be combination of 
the many forecasting techniques. 

V. PROPOSED MODEL 

An Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) 
model and two types of ANNs models, namely a Multi
Perceptron (MLP), a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) are 
used as a predictive methods for dollar rate prediction. Simple 
average method is used as combination predictive model. SM 
method processes by taking ARIMA, MLP and RNN 
predictions as a input. Artificial neural network has been used 
in many applications and domains because it is a robust and 
powerful prediction method. The back propagation algorithm 
of ANN tries to minimize the squared error.  

A Simple Average Method: In this proposed technique we 
take an average of MLP, RNN and ARIMA prediction 
combinations. The mathematical formula for simple average 
problem can be written as 

𝑓 [ ]  =
(𝑓 [ ] + 𝑓 [ ] + 𝑓 [ ])

3

Where  

𝑓 [ ]: ith prediction of Simple Average 

𝑓 [ ]: ith prediction of ARIMA 
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𝑓  : ith prediction of MLP 

𝑓  :ith prediction of RNN 

i =1,2, 3,................n 

B  Product Functions 

In ARIMA module, training data is fit into ARIMA method 
and P,Q and D values are set appropriate to generate the 
accurate model. In testing phase the predicted values are 
tested with observed data. In MLP and RNN the train the 
neural network by using pre-processed data. The training error 
and weight matrix values will be the output of neural network 
training process 

C  Assumptions and Dependencies 

The main assumption of the proposed project work is that all 
the main modules are working properly. The main 
dependency of the project work is the presence R framework, 
RSTUDIO software and Windows 7 operating system.

D  Interface Description 

 Software Interface: The OS must be very cost
effective e.g. Windows 7 etc.

 Hardware Interface: In this project execution, the 
hardware interface used is laptop with 64 bit OS 
supported along with better integration for display

VI. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed system architecture describes that the USD time 
series data is pre-processed and partition data into train and 
test datasets. These datasets are provided as input t
different forecasting techniques like ARIMA, MLP and RNN. 
The MLP and RNN neural networks are trained using back
propagation algorithm by train dataset, prediction is 
performed by providing test data set as input to the generated 
model of training. Once all the predictions are been calcul
the simple average will be applied to the prediction 
combinations of ARIMA, multi layer perceptron model and 
recurrent neural network methods. The statistical performance 
of the predictions of different methods 
Absolute Error(MAE) and Root Mean Square Error(RMSE). 

Figure 1. System Architecture
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The main assumption of the proposed project work is that all 
the main modules are working properly. The main 
dependency of the project work is the presence R framework, 

UDIO software and Windows 7 operating system. 

he OS must be very cost-
effective e.g. Windows 7 etc. 

In this project execution, the 
hardware interface used is laptop with 64 bit OS 

along with better integration for display 

AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The proposed system architecture describes that the USD time 
processed and partition data into train and 

datasets are provided as input to the 
different forecasting techniques like ARIMA, MLP and RNN. 
The MLP and RNN neural networks are trained using back 
propagation algorithm by train dataset, prediction is 
performed by providing test data set as input to the generated 

nce all the predictions are been calculated, 
the simple average will be applied to the prediction 
combinations of ARIMA, multi layer perceptron model and 
recurrent neural network methods. The statistical performance 
of the predictions of different methods are computed by Mean 
Absolute Error(MAE) and Root Mean Square Error(RMSE).  

       
System Architecture 
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A. This project is implemented in 5 main modules 

1. Data Pre processing 
2. Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average model 
3. Multi-Layer Perceptron Model 

 MLP Training 
 MLP Testing 

4. Recurrent Neural Network 
 RNN Training 
 RNN Testing 

5. Simple Average 

6. Data Post Processing 

B.  R LANGUAGE: 

R is an open-source, freely available in software. We can 
access the source code in terms of the Free Software 
Foundation's.  R virtually includes data manipulation, 
statistical model, and chart that is needed to data scientist to 
implement the applications. The software is named R partly 
the first names of the inventors start with R. It is implemented 
in C, FORTAN and R. R provides different varieties of 
statistical and graphical techniques, including clustering, 
linear and nonlinear modelling, classical statistical tests 
classification etc. R Studio is a open source and freely 
available integrated development environment (IDE) for R. 

C. Algorithm of Project 

 Pre process the data 
 split the data into sequence of 20 values 
 First 19 values used as input and last one as output 
 Train the MLP using Backpropagation Algorithm by 

using train data 
 Predict the future values by providing test data as 

input 
 Train RNN using Backpropagation Algorithm 
 Predict the future values by providing test data as 

input to RNN 
 Fit the data to ARIMA 
 Predict the data from ARIMA  
 Calculate the simple average of all forecasts 

combinations 

 Compute the statistical performance by calculating 
Mean Absolute Error 

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Days 
Predictions of 

RNN 
Predictions of 

MLP 
Predictions Of 

ARIMA 

1 61.16435 61.55503 61.68867 

2 61.02740 61.48062 61.66674 

3 60.98195 61.37702 61.72502 

4 61.03188 61.27692 61.76456 

5 61.07216 61.17171 61.67762 

6 60.86434 61.07301 61.85786 

7 61.05666 60.97198 61.89450 

8 61.02767 60.85667 61.91448 

9 61.12796 60.81067 61.94900 

10 61.14240 60.77593 61.83496 

11 61.12705 60.77920 61.83277 

12 61.09799 60.80453 61.59375 

.61.46935 61.39159 61.36133 61.35779 61.30716 61.26507 
61.30771 61.26627   61.29588 61.25110 61.24634 61.16543 
61.14032 61.11970 60.95864 60.75612  60.72518 60.72421 
60.69785 60.63130 60.64096 60.67094 60.58837 60.58198  
60.59512 60.54733 60.51668 60.52683 60.60361 60.60211 
60.55304 60.57931  60.63992 60.67774 60.66667 60.64218 
60.66417 60.69143 60.53040 60.93260 61.13607 

From the above predicted value we can conclude that the 
predicted value is the simple average of MLP, RNN and 
ARIMA predictions. The plot of observed value and predicted 
value versus time is shown in the figure 2.  

 
  Figure 2.  RNN plot of observed and predicted data 

Prediction Method 
 

Mean Absolute 
Error 

Root Mean 
Square Error 

ARIMA 0.6036996 0.711735 

MLP 0.198012 0.2632201 

RNN 0.3063839 0.3752052 

Simple Average 0.2847012 0.3444886 

Figure 3. MAE and RMSE results of predictions 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

This work is mainly aimed to model Artificial Neural 
Networks like Multi-Layer Perceptron model and Recurrent 
Neural Network and Auto Regressive Integrated Moving 
average methods to predict dollar rate, among these methods 
neural networks take previous twenty days We implemented 
the Simple Average Method by using input as predicted 
values of MLP, RNN and ARIMA. After Prediction, the Mean 
Absolute Error and Root Mean Square Error are calculated to 
check the accurate model. The implemented methods can be 
configured in Hadoop Framework so that we can work with 
more amount of data set.  And This work can be extended to 
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predict weather, user web behaviour prediction and in the 
field of Medical science etc. 
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